
Blueberry Auto
Sweeten Up Your Day With Berry Delicious Blueberry Buds.

• Freshly-picked blueberry buds. A delicious blueberry muffin-like flavor that will take over the whole room!
• Anxiety-free high. Known for not triggering anxiety, a great choice for those who experience paranoia or related problems
when smoking.
• Suited for beginners. Easy to grow, make sure you provide the basics and that’s it.
• Truly fruity. Tastes as it should, expect bold blueberry terps. 

Thanks to the quality Indica genetics, this strain develops quite bushy and compact and grows beautifully frosted buds that
boast unique purple, black and blue hues in the right conditions, making it a must for all types of growers who want to grow
classic strains without any extra effort. This variety delivers both in size and yields, you can expect this variety to grow between
75-110cm tall, growing buds from head to toe on all branches in just under 65 days from seed and yielding up to 500gr/m2 of
nugs that reek of a delicious mouth-watering terpene mix, making it a must for all lovers of powerful Indica effects and
deliciously fruity terpenes.

Bud description
By harvest the buds will be completely covered with a thick layer of resin and can end up showing-off lots of colors; You can
expect bright-green buds with sometimes pink, yellow, purple, and red hues all over the buds and foliage around them. giving
it that sought-after sticky appearance. The calyxes become quite swollen, giving the buds a fat and pointy look, and as soon as
you break a nug open, they’ll fill the room with the smell of freshly-picked sweet blueberries that will make everyone’s mouth
water.
Smoke report
This is a powerful strain that, thanks to the 22% THC, hits as soon as you take the first puff; You will feel completely relaxed and
feeling like you’re at a spa, and the effects will leave you feeling uplifted and will help boost conversation while you remain
super chill, and anxiety-free. You won’t feel couch-locked but the high is quite potent, the relaxed, calm, and focused effect
may feel like a Sativa type of high but it will put you to sleep if that’s what you’re after, so moderation is key if you don’t want
to smoke yourself to sleep.
Plant appearance
Growing up to 110cm, this strain develops a typical Indica structure but slightly taller and longer internodes while producing
yields of 500gr/m2. As soon as your plant starts growing you will see the wide fan leaves emerging from the thick stem and
long side branches that will slowly start filling up with pointy rock-solid buds that are completely covered with a layer of resin
and boast different colors all over as harvest time comes.
Grow tips
Our Blueberry Auto is not very demanding, make sure she has enough light, food, and good conditions and you won’t have a
problem at all. Due to the Indica genetics, it may be a good idea to defoliate slightly, this way you avoid undeveloped buds in
the lower flowering sites. It’s recommended to flush during the last weeks of flowering to enhance the aroma and encourage
the appearance of unique colors.
Flavor
You’ll experience an incredibly pleasing and sweet flavor that will leave your mouth coated with an extremely sweet wild
blueberry taste and slowly turns into a blueberry muffin-like flavor as you exhale. A delicious mix of flowery, earthy, and fruity
terpenes will take over the whole room as soon as you light up a joint, and with the first hit, you’ll know exactly why this strain
became so popular. 

https://2fast4buds.com/seeds/original-blueberry-auto


